INSHOW Advantages
INSHOW from IdeaNova provides collection, analysis, and reporting of vital information about your entire media streaming ecosystem.

Features
INSHOW is capable of collecting a multitude of information from a fine grain trace level of technical detail to data limited to the mission
critical operations. The granularity of the logging can be customized based on business needs and technical constraints. INSHOW
performs the best when used in combination with INPLAY components (players, proxy, license servers) but can be used independently to
collect and analyze customer data.
The system will store and forward data based on the network conditions, availability of resources, etc. The system is bandwidth sensitive,
respecting all possible scenarios of network conditions and capacity for transfer of data either in near real time or cached to minimize
network traffic. The ability to store and forward information can be configured to fit customer specific needs and the technical parameters
of the network.
INSHOW provides the business with a user interface to analyze and visualize key data about the customer’s media playback experience.
Customers can also choose to process the INSHOW gathered data in their own analytical tools only.
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Granular Log Access
Log Collection

Capable of separating collection of Critical and Non-critical logs to
allow prioritization of mission critical and business information .

Customizable Multi-Category Reporting

Multiple categories can be produced by the players and proxy including:
FATAL, ERROR, WARN, INFO, DEBUG, TRACE, ALL.

Store and Forward
Configurable Levels

Configurable store and forward features at the players and log collector
(server) levels to minimize network traffic and prioritize events deemed
necessary for a particular operation.

Configurable Cached Logs

Configuration options for sending cached logs are: Duration, Size and
Criticality.

Minimize Required Network Bandwidth
Minimized Network Traffic

Sends “bundles” of data to minimize network traffic overhead. Uses
limited bandwidth between system components (servers).

Customization

Support for custom rules to send only “must have” data, all information
or only information necessary for business inspection of the system.

Flexible Reporting
Report Customization

Analyze and report on all data of interest: ERROR, INFO, detail business
information, etc.

Data Analytics and Reporting

Requires docker-compose 1.8+ or native installation on Linux OS.
INSHOW provides a set of custom defined media and usage reports that
can be further enhanced by the customer.

Technical Specifications
Log Collector

Works with INPLAY (PC, MAC, Android and iOS) or independently with
INSHOW log collector installed on Linux, Mac OS X and Windows

Analytics and Reporting

Detailed player reporting: Playback reached, user agent, buffering, user
events (play, pause, …) caching status, etc. Configurable for analysis in
customer’s data mining tool of choice.
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